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TWISTOR ALGEBRAIC DYNAMICS IN COMPLEX SPACE-TIME
AND PHYSICAL MEANING OF HIDDEN DIMENSIONS
Vladimir V. Kassandrov
Abstrat. We review the algebrai field theory based ompletely on a nonlinear generalization of the CR
omplex analitiity onditions to the nonommutative algebra of biquaternions. Any biquaternioni field
possesses natural twistor struture and, in the Minkowski spae, gives rise to a shear-free null ongruene of
rays and to a set of gauge fields assoiated with it. In the paper we develop the algebrodynamial sheme
in the omplex extension of Minkowski spae-time  in the full vetor spae of biquaternion algebra. This
primodial spae dynamially redues to the 6D observable spae-time of the omplex null one whih
in turn deomposes into the 4D physial spae-time and the 2D internal spin spae. A set of idential
point harges (duplions)  foal points of the ongruene  arises in the proedure. Temporal dynamis
of individual duplions is strongly orrelated via fundamental twistor field of the ongruene. We briefly
disuss some new notions inevitably arising in the onsidered algebrodynamial sheme, namely those of
omplex time and of evolutionary urve, as well as their hypothetial links to the quantum unertainty
phenomenon.
1 Introdution
In the artile we ontinue to develop the algebrodynamial field theory whih has been pre-
sented, in partiular, in [1, 2℄. We reall that in the paradigm of algebrodynamis one
onsiders, in the spirit of radial Pithagorean philosophy, all fundamental physial laws and
phenomena as a manifestation of some basi abstrat World struture  the Code of the
Universe  whih might be an exeptional group (e.g., the Monster group), algebra or geom-
etry. The whole struture and evolution of the Universe, the athegories of time, partile,
field, motion and interation should be all predetermined and enoded in internal properties
of the World struture. The known physial laws are nothing but separate fragments of this
basi struture, and one ould try to forget them all and to read unprejudiely the Book
of Nature whih ould bring us by this to a grand and magesti piture of physial World
quite different from that aepted in the modern theoretial physis.
In the main version of algebrodynamis developed by the author (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄
and referenes therein) the exeptional algebra of quaternions (preisely, of their omplexi-
fiation  the algebra of biquaternions B) is onsidered as the World algebra. Basi physial
fields are then B-valued funtions of B-variable, and field equations are nothing but the
onditions of B-differentiability, i.e. the generalized Cauhy-Riemann equations (GCRE).
These have been introdued by the author in 1980 (see in detail [3, 4, 8, 9, 10℄) and have
the following invariant form:
dF = Φ ∗ dZ ∗Ψ, (1)
where F : B 7→ B is a B-differentiable funtion F (Z) of B-variable Z ∈ B; Φ,Ψ : B 7→ B are
two auxiliary funtions (left and right semiderivatives) assoiated with F , and (∗) denotes
the operation of multipliation in B isomorphi to the full 2× 2 omplex matrix algebra.
As a diret onsequene of (1), any matrix omponent of the B-field f = {FAB}, A, B =
1, 2 obeys the determinant-type equation
det ‖
∂f
∂ZAB
‖ = 0 (2)
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whih, for the ase of nonommutative B-algebra, is a nonlinear analogue of the Laplae
harmoniity equation in omplex analysis.
Let us restrit now the oordinates Z onto the subspae M of the full 4C vetor spae
of B-algebra represented by Hermitian matries X = X+. This has the metrial struture
idential to that of Minkowski spae. Below we'll use the following representation for the
oordinates on M:
Z 7→ X =
(
u w
p v
)
(3)
where u = ct+ z, v = ct− z are real, w = x− iy and p = x+ iy  omplex onjugated and
x, y, z, t  Cartezian and time oordinates respetively. Now the GCRE read as follows:
dF = Φ ∗ dX ∗Ψ, (4)
and the fundamental equation (2) takes the form
∂f
∂u
∂f
∂v
−
∂f
∂w
∂f
∂p
≡
1
c2
(
∂f
∂t
)2
−
(
∂f
∂x
)2
−
(
∂f
∂y
)2
−
(
∂f
∂z
)2
= 0 (5)
in whih one easily reognizes the omplex eikonal equation (CEE) [3℄.
On the Minkowski oordinate bakground the whole theory turns to be Lorentz invari-
ant, and one is able to onstrut an algebrai field theory in whih the nonlinear omplex
eikonal is a basi self-interating physial field.
Priniples and results of (nonlinear, non-Lagrangian, overdetermined) algebrai B-field
theory have been presented in a series of papers (see, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 7℄ and
other papers). The GCRE and the related CEE were found to possess 2-spinor, twistor and
restrited gauge strutures. Moreover, the integrability onditions for (4) result in idential
satisfation of the (omplexified) homogeneous Maxwell and Yang-Mills equations.
In our paper [13℄ the Lorentz invariant form of general solution to the CEE has been
found on the base of its (ambi)twistor struture. Preisely, any (almost everywhere analyt-
ial) solution of CEE an be obtained from some generating funtion
Π(G, τ 1, τ 2) ≡ Π(G,wG+ u, vG+ p) (6)
of three omplex variables  omponents of the projetive (null) twistor related to the points
of spae-time X ∈M via the Penrose inidene ondition [14℄
τ = Xξ (τA = XAA
′
ξA′), (7)
from whih, under the hoie of the gauge ξTA′ = {1, G}, one gets the onstraints
τ 1 = wG+ u, τ 2 = vG+ p. (8)
Any generating twistor funtion (6) gives rise to a pair of the CEE solutions. To obtain
the first one, one resolves the algebrai onstraint
Π(G,wG+ u, vG+ p) = 0 (9)
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with respet toG and omes then to a omplex (and amultivalued in general) fieldG(u, v, w, p)
(or G(x, y, z, t)) whih for any Π identially satisfies the CEE. Seondly, one differentiates
the funtion (6), resolves then again the arising onstraint
P ≡
dΠ
dG
= 0 (10)
with respet to G and substitutes the resulting field G(u, v, w, p) into (6). In this way
one omes to a funtion of oordinates Π(G(X), τ 1(X), τ 2(X)) ≡ Π(x, y, z, t) whih again
identially satisfies the CEE. It was shown in [13℄ that the two lasses above presented
exhaust the solutions to CEE.
Geometrially, any twistor fieldW(X) = {G, τ 1, τ 2} defines a null geodesi ongruene,
i.e. a ongruene of retilinear light-like rays on M. For twistors obtained from the on-
straint (9) this ongruene is known to be always shear-free (SFC) and, moreover, any SFC
an be onstruted in this way (this is the ontent of the so alled Kerr theorem [14, 15℄).
Conditions (9),(10) onsidered together speify the austi lous of the related ongru-
ene so that after elimination of G the resulting equation
Π(u, v, w, p) ≡ Π(x, y, z, t) = 0 (11)
(with the funtion Π always obeying the CEE, see above) determines the shape and the
temporal evolution of austis whih an be enormously ompliated [16, 6, 2℄. On the other
hand, the same ondition defines the singular lous of the assoiated Maxwell and Yang-Mills
fields [11, 9℄, as well as of the urvature field of orrespondent Kerr-Shild metris [15, 17℄.
Therefore, we an identify partiles as singularities
1
, ommon to the eletromagneti and the
other fields defined by any solution of the GCRE (or, equivalently, by any SFC) [16, 11, 9℄.
Note that these singularities possess some of the properties of real quantum partiles
due, in partiular, to the overdetermined struture of the GCRE. In fat, aording to the
theorem of harge quantization proved in [12, 6℄, any bounded and isolated singularity of
eletromagneti field assoiated with solutions of GCRE has the value of eletri harge
either zero or integer multiple to some minimal, elementary one, preisely to the harge of
stati axisymmetrial Kerr solution with a ring-like singularity [3, 4, 11, 10℄. Aording
to observations of Carter [18℄ and Newman [19℄, the gyromagneti ratio for the Kerr-like
singularities is exatly the same as that for Dira fermions. Numerous examples of SFC with
ompliated struture and dynamis of singular loi has been presented in our works [11, 16,
10, 9, 2℄.
From general viewpoint, we ome in this way to a peuliar piture of physial World
whose main elements are the ongruene of the primodial light rays (invisible for an ordi-
nary observer)  the flow of Prelight [24, 1, 2℄  and the matter born from this Ether-like
yet Lorentz invariant flow at its foal points, i.e. at austis. A onsistent onept of physi-
al Time as the field evolutional parameter along the rays of the Prelight flow has been also
developed and disussed in our papers [1, 2, 24, 25℄ (see also setion 3).
Unfortunately, the above presented algebrai theory for interating fields-partiles is
far from being realisti. Indeed, generially therein the partiles-austis are represented
1
At least for the ase when the singular lous is bounded in 3D spae
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by a number of isolated 1D urves (strings) nontrivially evolving in time but, as a rule,
unstable in shape and size and radiating to infinity. Besides, one finds no orrelation in
temporal dynamis of different strings whih ould model their interation. Finally, from
the epistemologial viewpoint, the real Minkowski subspae is by no means distinguished in
the struture of B-algebra: its elemens does't even form a subalgebra of B.
The last argument is of an espeial importane in the framework of the algebrodynamis.
In fat, no algebra is known whose automorphism group is isomorphi to the Lorentz group
of Speial Relativity. Therefore, in the algebrodynamial paradigm one is fored to admit
spae-time geometries different from the Minkowski one. By this, the full 4D omplex vetor
spae of the B-algebra seems to be the most appropriate bakground for the algebri field-
partile theory based on the B-differentiability onditions, i.e. on the GCRE.
Complex extension CM of the Minkowski spae-time indeed arises repeatedly in General
Relativity, in twistor and string theories. In partiular, Newman et al. [19, 20, 21℄ made
use of the onept of omplex spae-time in order to obtain physially interesting solutions
of eletrovauum Einstein-Maxwell system and to link together physial harateristis of
orresponding partile-like singular soures (see the next setion). In our reent paper [25℄
the algebrodynamis in the CM spae has been developed on the base of the Newman's
representation for virtual point harge moving along a omplex world line in CM and
generating therein a ongruene of omplex light-like rays. The ut of this null ongruene
by the real Minkowski slie M gives there rise to a SFC with interesting physial properties,
in partiular with nonzero twist.
Here again, however, one deals with a rather artifiial and insuffiient restrition of
the basi strutures onto M. Alternatively, in the framework of the algebrodynamis in
CM [25℄, we have introdued the onept of the observable spae-time  the 6D subspae of
the omplex null one (CNC) of a point-like observer O in CM. By this, any partile-like
(austi) element C whih ould be deteted by O neessarily lies on its CNC and has the
same value of the primary twistor field as in O, so that the temporal dynamis of C and of
O are strongly orrelated (they interat).
On the other hand, the CNC has the topology R+ × S
3 × S2 (see setion 3), so that it
deomposes into a basi 4D spae (in whih the time interval should be identified with the
4D distane as in [26, 27℄) and an orthogonal spae of a 2-sphere whih an be naturally
treated as an internal spin spae.
Moreover, we'll see that an ensemble of idential point-like partiles  duplions  im-
ages of one and the same generating harge with orrelated temporal evolution  an be
naturally onstruted in this framework. We'll also disuss probable physial sense of the
quaternioni time, omplex time and of the evolutionary urve  of notions inevitably arising
in the onsidered algebrodynamial sheme and related, perhaps, to the origin of quantum
unertainty.
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2 Newman's harge in CM and the set of its images 
duplions
Simplest variety of a shear-free null ongruene (SFC) is formed by a bundle of light-like
rays from a point partile moving along an arbitrary world line in the real M spae [31℄.
Eletromagneti field Fµν an be then assoiated with suh a SFC via integration of Maxwell
equations with additional requirement on the field strength Fµνk
ν = 0 to be orthogonal to
the null 4-vetor kµ = ξAξA′ tangent to the ongruene rays. Quite expetably, this field
is just the Lienard-Wihert one. In the algebrodynamial approah, the field of exatly the
same type an be obtained diretly via seond derivatives of the ongruene field G [4, 11,
10℄); however, this field neessarily orresponds to an elementary (unit) value of generating
harge
2
. Notie that in the stati ase the SFC generated by the harge at rest is radial
and gives rise to the quantized Coulomb field and to the Reissner-Nordstrem metris.
Newman et al. proposed [23, 22℄ a generalization of this onstrution via onsideration
of a point-like harge moving in the omplex extention CM of M (in fat, even the ase
of the urved spae-time was studied). Then on the real slie M of CM one obtains a
more ompliated SFC with nonzero twist whih, in the partiular ase of virtual harge
at rest, gives rise to the metri and eletromagneti field of the well-known Kerr-Newman
eletrovauum solution with a ring-like singularity (Kerr's ring).
Consider now the Newman's onstrution in twistor terms [32, 33℄ and its generalization
in the framework of algebrodynamis. Let a point singularity moves along a omplex world
line Zµ = Ẑµ(τ), µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 where the parameter τ ∈ C plays the role of omplex time
(further on we'll onsider its own evolutionary law τ = τ(s), s ∈ R). For Cartezian and
spinor oordinates on CM well use the following representation similar to (3):
Z = {ZAB} =
(
u w
p v
)
=
(
z0 − iz3 −iz1 − z2
−iz1 + z2 z0 + iz3
)
(12)
in whih all of the zµ (as well as u, v, w, p) are now omplex-valued. Inidene relation (7)
takes then the form
τ = Zξ (τA = ZABξ
B, τ 1 = wG+ u, τ 2 = vG+ p), (13)
where the quantities {G, τ 1, τ 2}, G ≡ ξ2/ξ1 onstitute the projetive twistor in CM. If now
a point Z ∈ CM is separated from the harge Ẑ by the null interval,
S := det ‖Z − Ẑ(σ)‖ = (u− û(σ))(v − v̂(σ))− (w − ŵ(σ))(p− p̂(σ)) = 0, (14)
then one an find from (14) the field σ = σ(Z) = σ(u, v, w, p) and, onsequently, the position
of the harge Ẑ(Z) ≡ Ẑ(σ(Z)) whih influenes the point Z. This means that twistor field
is the same both at Z and at Ẑ. Indeed, in aount of (14) the linear system of equations
(Z − Ẑ(σ))ξ = 0 (15)
2
Owing to the overdetermined struture of the GCRE (or of SFC equations), see setion 1
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in a unique way fixes the ratio of spinor omponents G = ξ2/ξ1. System (15) then reads as
τ ≡ Zξ = Ẑξ, (16)
so that all of the twistor omponents are indeed equal at Z and Ẑ.
Notie that the omplex parameter σ, as a funtion of the point of observation Z, always
satisfy the eikonal equation. Now in omponents system (15) takes the form{
(u− û(σ)) + (w − ŵ(σ))G = 0
(p− p̂(σ)) + (v − v̂(σ))G = 0
(17)
and demonstrates that the field G is indefinite on the world line of the harge itself (and
depends on the diretion in its viinity). On the other hand, writing out (16) in the form{
τ 1 = û(σ) + ŵ(σ)G
τ 2 = p̂(σ) + v̂(σ)G
(18)
and eliminating from here the parameter σ, one onludes on the funtional dependene of
three twistor omponents, i.e.
Π(G, τ 1, τ 2) = 0, (19)
whih, as in the real ase (see (9)), demonstrates that fundamental null ongruene of rays
generated by the Newman's harge is indeed shear-free for any its world line (or, differently,
for any respetive twistor funtion Π).
Let us reall now the fundamental property of multivaluedness of the GCRE solutions
or, equivalently,  of the solutions to the SFC equations (9), or (17) in the onsidered ase
of the Newman's ongruene. Preisely, for any fixed point Z = {u, v, w, p} ∈ CM one
obtains a ountable (finite or infinite) set of solutions {G, σ} of the system (17) so that,
generially, there exists a great number of ontinious branhes  modes  of the twistor
field funtions W(Z), of the eikonal field σ(Z), as well as a great number of respetive
shear-free subongruenes, superposing at eah point Z. Notie that general onept of
multivalued fields has been disussed in [2℄.
We see now that any omplex ray of any mode of a SFC originates from a generating
harge at some its position Ẑ(σ) whih, therefore, is a foal point of the ongruene. Thus,
the World line of the Newman's generating harge an be itself onsidered as the foal line.
One should distinguish between foal points with indefinite value of the main spinor
field G and those of austis (envelopes of the ongruene rays) at whih, generially, all of
the field modes are well defined but two or more of them merge in one. For the Newman's
SFC auisti points, in aount of (14), satisfy the ondition
S ′ =
dS
dσ
= û′(v − v̂(σ)) + v̂′(u− û(σ))− ŵ′(p− p̂(σ))− p̂′(w − ŵ(σ)) = 0. (20)
Lous of huperausti points  usps  at whih at least some three of the modes amalga-
mate  are analogously defined by the ondition
S ′′ :=
d2S
dσ2
= û′′(v − v̂) + v̂′′(u− û)− ŵ′′(p− p̂)− p̂′′(w − ŵ)− 2(û′v̂′ − ŵ′p̂′) = 0 (21)
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and, finally, for the strongest singularities (hyperusps) one has the onstraint S ′′′ = ... = 0.
More stronger singularities have degenerate odimension spae and generially exist in 4-
dimensional CM spae only as isolated points.
From (14) and (20) we easily find that at any foal point at least two modes merge
together so that for any Z = Ẑ(λ), setting σ = λ, one gets identially S = S ′ ≡ 0. However,
in the speial ase of a null World line defined as follows:
det ‖(Ẑ ′‖ ≡ û′v̂′ − ŵ′p̂′ ≡ 0, (22)
at any point Z = Ẑ(λ) on the World line with σ = λ one an easily prove that more stronger
onditions for singularity are satisfied: S = S ′ = S ′′ = S ′′′ = 0, so that now four modes
merge in one and are indefinite at the foal point itself. Further on we assume that the
World line of generating harge is null.
Note that the onsidered equation of the null one (14) in the ase of the real spae-time
M, in partiular in the framework of eletrodynamis, is known as the retardation equation.
With real Cartesian oordinates {x, y, z, t} and natural parametrization t̂(s) = s = ℜ(σ) it
takes the form
c2(t− s)2 − (x− x(s))2 − (y − y(s))2 − (z − z(s))2 = 0, (23)
where the harge moves along a real world line {x(s), y(s), z(s)}. If the veloity v of the
harge is assumed to be smaller than the light one, v < c, then equation (23) an be proved
(see, e.g., [34℄) to have always two roots only one from whih has s ≤ t and satisfies thus the
ausality requirement. This fixes a unique position of the generating harge in the past whih
forms the field (eletromagneti Lienard-Wihert field in partiular) at the observation point
{x, y, z, t} propagating to it retilinearly with the speed of light. If the latter point belongs
to the trajetory of the harge itself, equation (23) has only trivial solution s = t (i.e., the
retardation time is equal to zero, the observation point oinides with the influene one).
Situation hanges drastially in the omplex spae-time. In fat, now a whole set of
solutions {σN} of the omplex null one (CNC) equation (14) does exist (for any point Z)
whih speify a (great) number of influene points, i.e. of the images of one and the same
harge eah forming its own mode of twistor field at Z and pereiving, therefore, by the
observer at Z as a representative of the whole ensemble of idential but distinguishable (via
individual position and dynamis) point harges  duplions.
Notie that total number of duplions does not depend, as a rule, on the observation
point. However, a realisti physial observer O should be material and, therefore, in the
simplest idelized ase an be identified with a foal point itself. Then for the observation
point one has Z = Ẑ(λ), with varying parameter λ ∈ C playing the role of the omplex
proper time of an elementary observer and manifesting iself as an evolutional parameter
(see below). Now four or two of the duplions (the number depends on the fat is the World
line null (22) or not) merge together forming the foal point of the observer O himself
whereas the other N −4 (or N −2) duplions are pereived by O as an ensemble of external
idential point partiles whih are disposed and move with respet to O in the observable
6D spae-time defined by the CNC equation (14). CNC geometry and its redution to the
4D physial spae-time will be studied in the next setion.
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3 Complex time and 6D physial geometry of the om-
plex null one
In the algebrodynamis on the real M fundamental twistor field inevitably arises from the
primary struture of B-differentiable funtions-fields. By this, physial time t manifests itself
as a field evolutional parameter. Indeed, the inidene relation (7) is invariant under a 1-
parameter group of translations of oordinatesX = X+ ∈M along the rays of orrespondent
null ongruene:
xa → xa + nat, (a = 1, 2, 3); x0 → x0 + t, na = ξ
+σaξ/ξ
+ξ, ~n2 ≡ 1. (24)
Presene of this symmetry demonstrates that the twistor field propagates from any initial
point with universal veloity v = c = 1 along the diretions speified by vetor ~n (and loally
defined by the field itself) or, equivalently, is preserved in value along these in the 4D-sense.
Just the parameter t along the rays an be treated as loal physial time (see orrespondent
disussion in [2, 24, 25℄).
When one generalizes the sheme to the omplex bakground, the same onsiderations
lead to a more ompliated and intriguing notion of time. Indeed, in CM orresponding
symmetry group of translations is 2C-parametri (the oordinates an vary aross the so
alled omplex α-plane [14℄). We'll, however, start from an alternate representation of this
field symmetry what for deompose the spae CM of biquaternion algebra into two real
quaternioni (4D Eulidean) spaes represented by 2× 2 unitary matries U and V :
Z = U + iV, U+ = U−1, V + = V −1. (25)
The first of these subspaes, say U, may be onsidered as the main oordinate spae whereas
the seond one V will then play the role of the evolutional parameter spae. Preisely, from
the inidene ondition (13) and the deomposition (25) one gets, after some equivalent
transformations, the following translation law:
U = U (0) + V ∗N, (26)
where the quaternion U (0) of initial oordinates is algebraially expressed via the twistor
field omponents, quaternion V = v0+ ivaσa defines four real evolutional parameters {v0, va}
(quaternioni time), and the unit quaternion N = 1+ inaσa (with the vetor ~n of the same
form as in the real ase (24)) speifies loal diretions for the translations preserving twistor
field.
Interestingly, the whole law (26) does not ontain any residual of initial omplex stru-
ture sine all of the matries therein are unitary and (∗) an be onsidered thus as multiplia-
tion in the real quaternion algebra H. In the omponents, fundamental translation law (26)
for four oordinates {xµ}, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 of the main Eulidean spae U ∈ E
4, U = x0+ ixaσa
has the following form:
∆xa = na∆v0 + εabcnb∆vc, ∆x0 = na∆va, (27)
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so that any of translations satisfies one omplex (two real) onstraints Σ(∆zµ)
2 = 0, or in
the omponents:{
(∆x0)
2 + (∆x1)
2 + (∆x2)
2 + (∆x3)
2 = (∆v0)
2 + (∆v1)
2 + (∆v2)
2 + (∆v3)
2 ≡ (∆t)2,
(∆x0)(∆v0) + (∆x1)(∆v1) + (∆x2)(∆v2) + (∆x3)(∆v3) = 0,
(28)
fixing the struture of the omplex null one.
Notie that in the partiular ase when three of the parameters ∆va vanish and the
fourth one aquires the meaning of physial time ∆v0 = t, three spae oordinates {xa} are
translated just as in the former Minkowski ase (24), i.e. retilinearly and with fundamental
light veloity whereas for additional Eulidean oordinate one has ∆x0 = 0, so that it is
freezed and looses its dynamial sense.
Generially, the translation law (27) is muh more ompliated and rih in struture.
The presene of four evolutional parameters makes the field dynamis essentially unertain
sine the order of ontinious hange of the parameters is not determined by the stru-
ture. However, we an naturally assume that the role of loal physial time interval is now
performed by the total Eulidean distane (∆t)2 = Σ(∆xµ)
2
passing by the field in the o-
ordinate spae. In aount of (28) this is equal to orresponding distane in the parameter
spae and twie smaller than that in the whole omplex spae with natural metri Σ|zµ|
2
.
Thus, in the generi omplex ase loal physial time an be related to the translations
preserving the value of basi twistor field and to the whole distane to whih the field
propagates via these translations. In the latter aspet suh treatment of physial time
is similar to that proposed in the works of H.Montanus [26℄ and J.Almeida [27℄. They
onsidered the model of spae-time as a 4D Eulidean spae E
4
with fourth oordinate being
identified with loal proper time of a partile of matter, and with loal oordinate time
interval being the metri interval overed by the latter (in natural units). By this, by analogy
with the old ideas of F.Klein, Yu.Rumer et al., it is assumed that all the material formations
move in E
4
with onstant in modulus fundamental veloity Σ (∆xµ/∆t)
2 = 1 (= c2). From
here it follows immegiately that 3-dimensional veloity of all material partiles may be only
less than or equal to the fundamental one.
We see thus that in the ontext of suessive biquaternioni eletrodynamis, under the
redution of the primary observable geometry of the omplex null one of elementary
observer, there arises a model of the 4D Eulidean spae-time similar to that postulated in
the approah of Montanus-Almeida. However, restrition of the 3-veloities' values by the
fundamental value holds in the algebrodynamis only for propagation of prematerial twistor
field. As for the partile-like formations represented here by the foal and by the (hyper-
) austi points, this property will be identially fulfiled only for their absolute veloities,
and only if the World line is null. For relative (observable) veloities situation is more
ompliated (see below). On the other hand, the struture of one inludes, apart of the
main Eulidean physial spae U, a 2D orthogonal spae V of the 2-sphere whih ould
be treated (at least at the foal points of the partile's loation) as the spae of diretions
of its spin vetor.
Unfortunately, the sheme based on the onept of the 4D Eulidean spae-time suffers
from evident inonsistenies with Speial Relativity. Indeed, though formally the first on-
straint in (28) an be represented in the form of the Minkowski-like interval ds2 := dx20 =
9
dt2− dx21− dx
2
2− dx
2
3, there are no grounds for the proper time interval ds to remain invari-
ant under the 4D rotations, as well as for the oordinate time dt to transform aording to
the Lorentz group. In the biquaternioni algebrodynamis situation is muh more satisfa-
tory sine, under the transformations of the automorphism group SO(3,C of the B-algebra,
the proper time represented by the zeroth oordinate, indeed remains invariant. Even by
this, however, transformations of the spaial oordinates and oordinate time differ from the
anonial Lorentz ones. This problem demands further investigation.
Let us reall now that in the algebrodynamial approah we have also to solve the
above-mentioned problem of indefinite harater of field evolution related to the presene
of three additional free evolutional parameters va or, on the other hand,  the problem of
ordering of the 4D quaternioni time. This last diffiulty an be partially overomed in
a rather suessive way. Note that under arbitrary field-preserving translations with four
parameters {vµ} the partile-like formations (foal points, austis et.) are not preserved
and, generally, dissappear from the main spae E
4
.
In partiular, if one takes all vµ = 0 to get the field-partile distribution at an initial
instant of time, say at t = 0, then, generially, one will find the spae E4 empty, i.e. free
from any foal points. Indeed, the latters are holomorphially defined as the points of a
omplex World line Z = Ẑ(σ), and all four equations neessary for oordinates of these
points to be unitary an't be satisfied for any omplex value of the parameter σ.
Thus, the problem is to onord the struture of the main quaternioni Eulidean spae
U and the real quaternioni type of the field evolution law (27) with the basi holomorphi
struture of the null ongruene and its partile-like singularities. To do this, let us return
bak to the above introdued observable spae-time O, i.e. to the 6D spae-time of the
omplex null one of an elementary observer O whih is identified with a foal point and
moves along its World line in synhro with the proess of field evolution. On this relative
subspae modelling physial spae-time, we are now going to onsider the evolutionary law
for oordinates U preserving the struture of basi equations (14) and (20) together, i.e.
preserving both the value of twistor field and the ondition of austi. This extended field-
austi preserving automorphism has the following 1C-parameter holomorphi form:
Z → Z + τ(Z − Ẑ(σ)), τ ∈ C. (29)
This means that austis reprodue themselves along the omplex straight lines ending (start-
ing) at a foal point, and the parameter τ along these should be onsidered as the only
physial evolutional parameter  the omplex time. In the real ase suh situation ould
orrespond to a signal propagating retilinearly with fundamental veloity. Complex stru-
ture, however, is not ordered, so there are infinitely many ways onneting some two points
on suh a line. Moreover, one is even not aware whih of them is the emitter, and whih
 the reeiver point. Note that the onept of two- (or multi- in general) dimensional time
and the resulting problem of ordering of physial events have been onsidered in a number
of works, in partiular by Sakharov [28℄. In the works of Yefremov [29, 30℄ just the struture
of the automorphism group SO(3,C) of the biquaternion algebra has been exploited, and at
its base the onept of three-dimensional time was put forward. Under speial orthogonality
requirements this was assumed to redue to the ordinary physial one-dimensional time.
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Unertainty of the field evolution proess related to the omplex nature of time is weaker
than that for the primary quaternioni time but still too severe for usual physial inter-
pretation, at least if one adheres to the paradigm of lassial field theory.
To onord the onept of omplex time with lassial representations, one ould as-
sume, in addition to the holomorphi struture of the GCRE (or of the SFC equations),
the existene of some evolutionary urve τ = τ(s), s ∈ R on the omplex plane whih
establishes the order of passing of different states in the main physial spae U. Suh a
urve as well as the World line of generating harge an be enormously ompliated, possess
the points of self-intersetion et. Beause the observer has no information about the form
of this urve, the future for him seems to be indefinite. However, a sort of probabilities an
be introdued for different ontinuations of the evolutionary urve, and this proedure an
open the way for explaination of quantum phenomena and for revealing the links of algebro-
dynamis and the Feynman's version of quantum mehanis in partiular. These problems
will be disussed elsewhere.
There is evidently a loal orrespondene between the evolutionary time τ , the param-
eter σ of the World line and, say, the zeroth oordinate of the observer whih an be treated
as the omplex proper time. In aount of the quaternioni representation of the omplex
null one of field evolution (28) we an interpret then the real part ∆x0 of omplex time
inrement ∆z0 as an evolutional parameter in the main oordinate spae U (translational
proper time), whereas its imaginary part ∆v0  as that in the orthogonal spin spae (rota-
tional proper time). Existene of the evolutionary urve implies also diret loal onnetion
between the inrement of its parameter s and orresponding interval of the oordinate time
∆t. Expliit formulas an be easily presented.
Let us onsider now in more details the above mentioned proess of emission/reeption
of a signal-austi by harges  foal points. Let the interating harges  duplions
Ẑ(λ), Ẑ(σ), σ 6= λ are linked by the austi. This orresponds to a solution of the joint
system of equations (14) and (20), with substitution Z = Ẑ(λ) instead of taking an arbitrary
observation point Z. This system has a disrete set of pairs of solutions {λ, σ} any of whih
orrespond to two fixed instants of omplex time of emission/reeption of the austi signal
and, respetively, to two positions of the harges involved into the proess.
By this, if the moment of observation λ lies in the future with respet to the moment
of influene σ, i.e. orresponds to a greater value of the monotonially inreasing parameter
s of the evolutionary urve, than the observer Ẑ(λ) would seem to reeive the signal from the
harge at Ẑ(σ), and the latter would emit the signal towards Ẑ(λ). The onverse situation
is evident. However, one should not forget that, in essene, this is one and the same harge
interating with itself in its own past or future.
Thus, all the events in omplex spae-time are well-defined and predetermined by the
only struture of the World line of the generating harge (the foal line of the fundamental
ongruene). These are: the total number of harges  duplions (observed by anyone of
them; relative oordinates of duplions permanently orrelated with those of the observer
through equal values of the primary twistor field); and, finally, a set of points on the World
line at whih this orrelation between a pair of duplions is stronly amplified (the harges are
involved into the emission/reeption proess). However, the preise piture of evolution still
remains indefinite and should be ompleted by additional information about the true form
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of the evolutionary urve (extremely ompliated and exeptional from the mathematial
viewpoint).
A mirosopi objet (a foal point) is detetable for an idealized elementary observer
only at some disrete moments of time at whih the austi line links them together. Near
these, relative instantaneous veloity of the objet is easily proved to be equal to its absolute
one and, for the onsidered ase of a nullWorld line, is always less or equal to the fundamental
veloity (the speed of light). These onlusions seem to hold also for a lassial marosopi
objet whih is nearly permanently linked with a similar lassial observer by a net of
austi lines. A detailed desription (in the two utmost ases  quantum (mirosopi) and
lassial (marosopi)) of the orrelated pairs objet - observer exhanging by austi
signals will be presented elsewhere.
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